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FOREIGN POLICY AS UNCERTAIN, INCONSISTENT

HOT SPRINGS, Va. -- Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kan.) said tonight that the hallmarks
of the Carter Administration's foreign policy have been uncertainty, contradiction
and inconsistency.
Participating in a foreign policy discussion with Douglas Bennett Jr., assistant
secretary of state for congressional relations, at the Homestead resort, Dole cited
the lack of "hard-nosed reality" as the major failing in the Administration's foreign
policy decisions.
"As a leader of the non-Communist world, America should project an image of
strength and commitment to consistent principles in our relations with other nations,"
Do 1e said.

"I am concerned that our foreign po 1icy, during the past 18 months, has

not projected such an image.

Our goals seem blurred, our commitments to allies are

questioned, and our resolve in dealing firmly with adversaries is increasingly doubted.
Dole said that the Administration's human rights policy was one example of the
vacillation that occurs in policy-making.
"Too often, human rights rhetoric has taken precedence over substance," Dole
said.

"Throughout the past year, as the Soviet Union harassed dissidents in violation

of the Helsinki accord, we were told that overriding considerations prevented a stronger
response.

It has taken a loud outcry from Congress to.move this administration towards

I

action that conveys our deepest concern about those who are oppressed. Similarly,
there has been a lack of concrete action to protest the severe human rights violations
in Cuba, Vietnam and Cambodia, which have gone practically unnoticed by this Administrationz
Fo 11 owing is the text of Do 1e •s remarks·:

SENATORBOBOOLE
OPENING REMARKS
Im SPRINGS, VIRGINIA

This Administration's record in the field of foreign and defense policy has been a source of
real concern to many of us in the Senate. We do not want to be carping critics; we want to
support tre President when we feel he is right and acting in the best interests of our cotmtry.
But there is an obl ·
·
to point out what we see as serious deficiencies in our foreign ana
uefense policies when necessary, and to offer· constructive advice Whenever possible,
the leader of the non-Corruntmist world, .America should project an image of strength and
corrunitment to consistent principles in our relations with other nations. I am concerned that
our foreign policy, during the past 18 months, has not project ed such an image. Our goals
seem blurred, our conmitments to allies are questioned, and our resolve in dealing fi!ml.y with _
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adversaries is increasingly doubted. It just seems to many Americans today that uncertainty,
contradiction, and inconsistency are the main hallmarks of our foreign policy.
When morality and foreign policy objectives appear to come into conflict--when political
interests seem to contradict moral responsibility--we, as a nation, must do some real soulsearching. I think Mr. Bennet and I agree that individual circumstances must always be weighed
in any given instance. It is not always possible to be perfectly consistent in the application
of roral policy, siJJt>ly because the dilerrmas we face are not consistent in nature. Our national
security interests must always be an overriding consideration.
At the same time, we must show strength of purpose in those areas--human rights, deJOOCracy,
self-determination--for which our nation stands. Blind intransigence, without attention to
individual circumstances, is foolish. On the other hand, firmness of conviction and commitment
to principle are qualities which any great nation must possess and exercise--and which. will
further our political and security interests in the long run.
Too often, this Administration has appeared weak and uncertain in its approach to important
international questions, and in our relations with other nations. In my own opinion, one of
the problems was this Administration's effort to accomplish too much too quickly in the field
of foreign policy, which led to poorly prepared initiatives and misplaced priorities. In
this regard, we witnessed an effort last fall to invite the Soviets back into the Middle East
negotiations. The Administration joined Britain in proposing a settlement arrangement for
Rhodesia, which all competing factions have rejected. During the first ronths of this
Administration, there were premature moves to normalize relations with Cuba, Vietnam, and the
People's Republic of China. And, of course, this year the Senate was confronted with an illadvised arms sales "package" for the Middle East which threatened to alienate all of the parties
in the region.
RETREATS
Many of us have also been troubled by a series of retreats and concessions on the part of this
Administration, particularly with regard to our national defense policy and human rights.
One of the President's first major foreign policy announcements was his decision to withdraw
all American ground troops from South Korea during the next five years. A unilateral decision
was made earlier this year to halt any further development of the enhanced radiation weapon.
An effort is underway to stall appropriations for further development of our nuclear aircraft
carriers. And, of course, both the Panama Canal and Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties have
raised serious questions about the strength of our commitments to Latin America and Western
Europe.
Too often, human rights rhetoric has taken precedence over substance. Throughout the past
year, as the Soviet Union harassed dissidents in violation of the Helsinki Accord, we were
told that overriding considerations prevented a stronger response. It has taken a loud outcry
from Congress to move this Adnanistration towards action that conveys our deepest concern
about those who are oppressed. Similarly, there has been a lack of concrete action to protest
the severe human rights violations in Cuba, Vietnam, and Cambodia, Which have gone practically
unnoticed by this Administration.
I also believe it would be useful to convene a conference of all signatories to the Helsinki
Accord, to re-evaluate compliance with the provisions. In this way, we might determine just
what to expect from others in the years to come, and how we might best respond to Soviet
relations in the future.
It just seems that, too often, lofty idealism has taken the place of hard-nosed reality in the
approach to our relations with the Soviet Union and its proxies.

Adm~istration's

RE<XJ+1ENDATIONS

In his address at Annapolis in June, the President expressed a realization that detente, to
the Soviets, means continuing struggle for advantage and influence. He promised to meet that
challenge, but that pledge must be matched by decisive steps in the days ahead. I think we
can deronstrate our coiiiTli tment by shoring up our national defense posture in both conventional
and strategic capabilities. It can be demonstrated by reaffirming our commitment to NATO, and
by dedicating our active and consistent efforts to the support of universal human rights in
Eastern Europe, Cambodia, and around the globe. And I believe we should insist upon something
in return before proceeding with normalization of diplomatic relations with Cuba or China,
and before withdrawing all our ground troops from South Korea.
We don't want to return to the day-to-day tensions of the Cold War. We are asking only for
·realism in the conduct of our foreign policy and for consistent commitment to the principles
of freedom and deJOOCracy.

